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How Ruckelshaus plans to undercut
U. S. industrial corporations
by Lonnie Wolfe
Newly appointed Environmental Protection Agency director
William Ruckelshaus has prepared a secret agenda whose
new environmental regulations will shut factories in the
depression-ravaged U.S. industrial heartland. Having re
portedly been given a hit list of U.S. industrial companies by
certain London and continental European financial interests,
Ruckelshaus is to use his position to wreck these targeted
companies financially through a campaign of environmental
harassment, so that they can be bought up cheaply abroad.
According to sources in the U.S. intelligence commu
nity, Ruckelshaus, who has yet to be confirmed by the Sen
ate, has briefed leading environmentalists on a proposed
campaign against alleged major polluters, stating that he will
invoke regulations and laws that will cost these companies
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Attack on the chemical industry
High on the Ruckelshaus hit list is the U.S. chemical and
pharmaceutical industry, which produces much of the fertil
izer and crop control agents needed to expand world food
production, as well as life-protecting medical drugs. Ruck
elshaus is planning a new push to cut off exports of chemicals
and pharmaceuticals to the developing sector for "environ
mental reasons." Such a ban was put in place during the
Carter administration, but removed as scientifically ground
less when Reagan came into office. Beyond its financial
impact on various U.S. companies, scientists estimate that
the ban would lead to the deaths of tens of millions in the
developing sector from starvation, pestilence, and disease
(see article, page 57).
Among Ruckelshaus's first targets is said to be the mul
tibillion-dollar Dow Chemical Corportion. The attack on Dow
is already well underway, with the New York Times leak the
week of March14 charging that Dow officials had altered an
EPA report on toxic,wastes with the knowledge of high-level
EPA officials.
He has also indicated plans to re-impose the Carter
administration's worldwide ban on the export of U.S. chem
ical fertilizer and pesticides. Agricultural specialists estimate
that this would lead to the death of hundreds of millions in
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the developing sector from famine and pestilence.
Ruckelshaus, who has demanded a blank check from the
White House to run the Environmental Protection Agency as
he sees fit, has no loyalty to President Reagan nor to the
United States. He is a member of a semi-secret elite group,
the Year 2000 Committee, controlled by Britain's Prince
Philip in his capacity as chairman of the World Wildlife
Fund.
Members of the Year 2000 Committee, which include
former Carter secretary of state and Global 2000 initiator
Cyrus Vance and prominent GOP establishment environ
mentalists like World Wildlife Fund/USA president Russell
Train, place the goals of this group over and above any
personal or national interest goals.
Over a year ago, a spokesman for the Year 2000 Com
mittee stated that the group's policy was to paralyze the
Reagan administration and then seize control of its policies.
The Committee, through its networks in the media and the
Congress, including Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), has or
chestrated the attacks on the EPA and its Reagan-appointed
director, with the goal of installing Ruckelshaus or a like
minded associate to head the EPA (see EIR, March 29).
William Ruckelshaus was the first EPA chief, appointed
by then-President Richard Nixon to head the agency in1969.
In this capacity, he worked with National Security Adviser
Henry Kissinger and Russell Train to set up the U.S. global
environmental apparatus, the same grouping that later pro
duced the Global 2000 Report. That document calls for the
elimination of 2 billion human beings by the year 2000,
through a policy that denies the developing sector the means
of survival.

Banning DDT
Ruckelshaus's career as EPA director is highlighted by
one single act that has caused more deaths than Hitler's final
solution. In 1972, Ruckelshaus unilaterally and arbitrarily
banned the pesticide DDT, leading to its eventual prohibition
worldwide. His action followed nearly a year of hearings and
some 9,000 pages of hearing transcript. On April 26, 1972,
at the end of these hearings, Edward Sweeney, the EPA case
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officer for DDT ruled: "DDT is not a carcinogenic hazard to
man. DDT is not a mutagenic or tetragenic hazard to man.

Documentation

The uses of DDT under the regulations involved do not have
a deleterious effect on freshwater fish, estuarine organisms,
wild birds, or other wildlife ... . The evidence in this pro
ceeding supports the conclusion that there is a present need
for the essential uses of DDT."
Ruckelshaus overruled the voluminous scientific findings
and banned DDT. He did not read the transcript.
In later testimony before Congress, Ruckelshaus cited as
his justification a secret memorandum on DDT-a memoran
dum classified to this day. The memorandum is said to be a
scientific fraud, containing lying and fallacious arguments
put forward by discredited individuals associated with such

Ruckelshaus's ban on
DDT: the giant toll

groups as the Audubon Society, whom Ruckelshaus met with
frequently at the time and continues to associate with.
Writing about his "big decision," Ruckelshaus dismissed
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science as the principal basis for making decisions about toxic

on DDT and other pesticides in the United States. Dr. Ed
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Russell Train. However, according to sources close to Rea
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Let us first ponder the insect-borne diseases such as ma
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Global

Ruckelshaus is supported by a mobilization of "greenie"

ocerciasis (river blindness).A leading British scientist once

groups both inside and outside the United States. Secret

said that, "If the various pressure groups had succeeded, if

meetings have taken place among the leadership of the Sierra

there had been a world ban on DDT as many sought, then
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the export of U.S. chemicals and drugs to the developing
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The worst disease of mankind has been malaria, even
though at various times in the past typhus killed millions of
people (before DDT put a halt to it) and the plague eradicated
half the population of Europe and nearly two-thirds the peo
ple in the British Isles. Malaria was, and is, the number one
killer of people, and it threatens to be even more lethal in the
future as the capricious anti-pesticide propaganda of the
pseudo-environmentalists continues to accelerate.

Malaria: man's worst disease
Things were going well in the 1950s, and there was jus
tifiable hope that malaria could be almost eradicated in large
areas of the world. By 1970, of 2,000 million (2 billion)
people living in formerly malarious regions, 79 percent were
safe because the disease had either been eradicated from their
homeland or was under effective control there. By1972, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had overruled the
scientists and health experts, and banned most uses of DDT
in the United States. The great anti-DDT campaign and the
subsequent political action by the EPA led to worldwide
concerns about DDT, even in countries where malaria was
prevalent. Six years later, there were 800 million cases an
nually, and at least 8.2 million deaths every year. Leaders in
many other countries, seeing the EPA's concern about DDT,
concluded that they should no longer use it either.
Unfortunately, when "poor" countries stop using essen
tial life-saving chemicals, their ancient pestilences quickly
return. In Central Africa, more than a million children under
two years of age are now dying of malaria every year. In
Ceylon (Sri Lanka), the DDT program had reduced the num
ber of malaria cases from nearly 3 million down to just 17
cases in the entire country after10 years, and the number of
deaths from the disease dropped from over 12,000 a year
down to zero. Concern over Rachel Carson's remarks about
DDT, aided by political and financial difficulties, halted the
effective malaria program at that critical time, and there
resulted a resurgence of malaria. A few years later there were
again more than 2 million cases of malaria in Sri Lanka.
Fortunately, many countries did not halt their programs, so
malaria actually was eradicated in great areas of the world!
In many parts of the world, drug-resistant forms ofJal
ciparum malaria developed shortly after the irresponsible
environmentalists prevented rapid eradication of the para
sites. Unlike the rather mild vivax type of malaria that pre
dominated in Sri Lanka, this "resistantJalciparum malaria"
may kill up to 40 percent of its victims who suffer relapses.
The hazard is no longer limited to the blacks and Asians in
those countries where Global 2000 advocates seek to drasti
cally reduce human populations by the year 2000. The deadly
form of malaria now threatens many world travelers and may
well become established in North America and Europe in the
future. The industrialized nations may yet pay a very high
future.
The industrial nations may yet pay a very high
price for their submission to the environmental extremists.
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It is not only the insect-borne diseases that decimate hu
man populations. The bans and restrictions on essential ag
ricultural chemicals have contributed greatly to the daily toll
of humans dying of starvation, malnutrition, and numerous
other effects of dietary inadequacies. In many countries, the
people have been so weakened that they cannot work effec
tively in the fields. They are also much more susceptible to
illnesses that would not kill vigorous, healthy people. More
than 40,000 children starve to death every day, according to
the Agency for International Development, and that adds up
to 15 million horrible deaths a year! Furthermore, malnour
ished children will never develop their full brain capacity,
which promises gre�t difficulties in future years for the na
tions with persistent food shortages. It is now known that
protein deficiency in the diet leads to marasmus and kwa
shiorkor, and that milder levels of protein-calorie malnutri
tion affect about half of all children under 20 years of age in
the underdeveloped countries. The resultant weakness leads
to great increases in infections such as hepatitis, tuberculosis,
dysentery, amebic liver abscesses, schistomiasis, typhoid
fever, and so forth. Antibody synthesis is also impaired in
those children, resulting in a great many deaths that would
not occur if their diet was adequate. Because of the poor
condition of the workers, India produced less than 25 million
tons of wheat per year in the1940s. Twenty years later, after
DDT had been widely used for public health purposes there,
the people were living much longer and doing much more
work. Their wheat production quadrupled to more than 100
million tons annually, and other crops showed equaUy im
pressive increases. Meanwhile, the number of cases of ma
laria had dropped from 100,000,000 per year in the 1940s,
with about 2,500,000 deaths annually, to only 300,000 cases
a year and only about1,500 deaths. Obviously, a population
that is able to work hard and produce abundant food can
reduce the levels of malnutrition and starvation, and can live
much more pleasantly, with increased resistance to conta'
gious diseases.

, Alternatives' too expensive
"But why use any pesticides at all?" ask the env!ronmen
talists from their plush offices. After all, they say, there are
surely alternative measures that can effectively control most
pests. Well, while it is true that many kinds of scales and
aphids have been controlled by biological control agents or
integrated pest management, a successful program of that
sort requires great numbers of trained entomologists, modem
rearing facilities for the parasites, and a great many other
essentials that no underdeveloped nation could possibly af
.ford. Also, such programs have yet to be truly effec
, tive in
the control of most other kinds of pests.
We need not look very hard to find refutation for such
irresponsible suggestions as those by the organic farming
groups. China has used those alternative measures for a great
many centuries, starving most of the time, and 80 percent of
their people must still work all day in the fields to eke out a
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bare subsistence. Similar conditions prevail in many Third

prevent the destruction of millions of acres of forest by gypsy

WQrld nations, except where chemical tools have been intro

moths? Why insist on the burning of tremendous amounts of

duced by representatives of the so-called industrialized na

coal to create electricity, when the burning ruins the atmos

tions. The miracle of modem agriculture can only be appre

phere over four states? Why oppose the export of insecticides

ciated by comparing it with the alternative programs! Thanks

to countries that need them to growth their crops, and why

to that sort of agriculture, each modem farmer in the United

oppose the importation of food grown in those countries

States now provides enough food for himself and

70 other

persons (including 20 persons overseas).
That. would not be possible without the use of essential

because it might have traces of insecticides on it?
Do they really think the birds they enjoy counting may
decline as a result? (How many people is a tanager worth?)

agricultural chemicals, yet some Americans continue their

Are they really afraid to eat food with traces of the insecti

campaign to make pesticides unavailable to American farm

cides that were once so abundant, but harmless, on food

ers and to prevent them from being exported to those starving

produced in United States? What motivation drives those

Third World countries.The Audubon Society and Natural

wealthy activists to prevent the starving masses of humanity

1977 seeking to force

elsewhere from obtaining the chemicals that would reduce

Resources Defense Council filed suit in

the Export-Import Bank to file environmental impact state

their misery and save millions of lives? Do they simply want

ments for all overseas projects they finance. That was intend

to attract larger donations from the people on their huge

ed to hlllt the purchase of life-saving pesticides for use in

mailing lists by terrorizing them with false claims and outlan

those underdeveloped countries. More funds were involved

dish implications? Or do they simply desire to wield greater

1974 through 1976 over

power in the United States and around the world? Or are they

than one might expect, since from

$20 billion of financial assistance was provided to those
$3 billion

deliberately intent upon crippling American agriculture and

countries by the Ex-1m Bank, of which more than

ruining the industries that now employ so many American

was for pesticides. The suit was opposed by the Mid-America

workers? Or is their long-range goal the worldwide decima

Legal Foundation. After four years they won a federal court

tion of human populations that they think are reproducing too

ruling against the pseudo-environmentalists, and as the pres

rapidly? Or

ident of the foundation phrased it, "The federal court order

naive, uninformed, or misinformed "groupies" who have

means that American exports will not be curtailed and our

never really given serious thought to the effects of their irre

nation will not be practicing environmental imperialism."

sponsible actions on other human beings? I submit that the.

In

1978, a White House Executive Order was drafted by

are

most of those anti-pesticide activists simply

reasons are not as important as the results, and that greater

President Carter's assistant for consumer affairs. The order

efforts must be made to educate those individuals who are in

proposed a ban on "hazardous substances" which would oth

the latter category and to thwart those whose true goal is

erwise be shipped overseas. Despite opposition by the De

widespread genocide.

partment of State, Department of Treasury, Department of
Commerce, and Department of Defense, the EPA and CEQ

Death toll from pesticide reduction

activists persisted in their efforts to require all federal agen

What is the death toll resulting from pesticide restrictions

cies to prepare environmental impact assessments on their

here in the United States and around the world? It is impos

international activities. When President Reagan took office
he set aside that order which Carter had put into effect during

sible to calculate with any great accuracy. Right now, 15 to
20 million people are dying of direct starvation each year,

his final days in the White House. The clamor was immedi

while at least that many more are succumbing to the indirect

ately deafening, and many activists claimed that Mr. Reagan

effects associated with malnutrition and protein-calorie de

was releasing tons of deadly insecticides which would poison

ficiency. The knowledge and ability is available now to re

members of the Third World countries. As a matter of fact,

duce those figures, but not without pesticides and other agri

President Carter's order barely mentioned pesticides. The

chemicals, and with stronger, healthier workers in the fields.

"hazardous substances" that were specified in that order were

When we consider all the insect-borne diseases and realize

defined as "pesticides, chemicals, non-nuclear hazardous

that at least

wastes, food (including meat and poultry), food additives,

alone, millions more perish from the side-effects of malaria

10 million people die annually from malaria

drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, and electronic products."

and other diseases, and additional millions are killed by var

Exempted from the order were "alcohol, tobacco, narcotics,

ious other preventable and treatable maladies, it would ap

nuclear fuels, and firearms."

pear reasonable to conclude that, directly or indirectly, be

What motivates environmentalists?
When one considers all the commotion caused by Amer
ican "environmentalists" and notices that many of their po

tween

60 and 100 million people are dying every year as a

result of the anti-pesticide activities which have caused re
strictions or bans on the pesticides that could prevent such
deaths.

sitions are very destructive to the environment, rather than

How many more human lives must be sacrificed on the

preserving it, one wonders just what is their motivation. Why

altar of pseudo-environmentalist extremism? Only time can

would they fight against the use of insecticides that could

tell.
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Directed Energy
Beatn Weapons Technologies
Can End the Era of
Mutual Thertnonuclear Terror
Speakers include:
Dr Steven Bardwell, author, Beam Weapons: The Science to Prevent Nuclear War; Director of Plasma Physics Research,
Fusion Energy Foundation
Uwe Parpart, Director of Research, Fusion Energy Foundation
Dr. John Rather, directed energy specialist; Vice-President, DESE Research & Engineering, Inc., Arlington, Virginia
Dr. Frederick Tappert, plasma physicist; Professor, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida
Dr. Friedwardt Winterberg, author, Physical Principles of Thermonuclear Explosive Devices; Research Professor,
University of Nevada

Dallas, Texas

Friday, April 8

Arlington Hilton

12 noon to 9 pm

Washington, D.C.

Wednesday, April 13

Vista International Hotel

9 am to 10 pm

$25 individual

$50 corporate

For further information call

(212) 247-8439

or

(202) 223-8300

